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scarlatti domenico

Capriccio
 
What is a Scarlatti sonata? 
Here are random thoughts toward a definition; gestures with no particular significance
 

Scales
 
Each note of the scale is the rung of a ladder (scala in italian)
 
The rungs of the scale ladder are not equally spaced.
 
Key signatures are staircases rather than ladders, three dimensions rather than two. Can move by step up or
down, stay on landings. Some steps higher: five steps at a time rather than a half-step
 
Elaborate staircase structures: windows on landings curtained for minor keys, open for major (see P15:5 F).
 
At each landing, can turn a corner and start with a new home/starting key. The new key will have its own pattern
of steps.
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Can repeat the same staircase to go to a new storey.
 
Pass through a door or screen (enharmonic change)
 
Elaborate intersecting staircases of distant keys
 
Scales can be very slow or very fast.
 
Steps can vary greatly or be omitted altogether.
 
Rising scales can have different steps from the same scale falling (melodic minor scales for example: raised
sixth and seventh steps only when rising)
 
Chains of tremoli, trills, shakes on rising or falling notes of a scale (see P15:30 F)
 
The Münster indici are in the order GABCDEF.
 
GABCDEF is diatonic but modal, 17th century; F< makes it the modern (18th century) G major, B= & E= give
g minor
 
A= & C< make the rest of the chromatic scale
 
Gasparini uses gabcdef as well as sol la si do re mi fa to label in his examples (L’armonico pratico) 

Scales are falling as well as rising; different accidentals side by side for each direction frequent in Scarlatti
 
If G is on top and F on the bottom (as in the clef arrangement) there are 15 notes traversed (through a ninth
rather than an octave). 

The lowest F and highest G are in adjoining measures (49-50) in P14:2 (in C major); the scales get progressively
slower
 
C is in middle of G-F scale
 
Music is locked within scales and chords, flowers within buds. The composer unlocks them by improvising new
versions of these basic elements: scales with added or missing notes, chords expanded to fill a large space or
contracted into a single moment.
 
On the other hand, the compose can start with an idea, an emotion, a line of poetry and try to find the
combination of notes, chords and rhythms which express it. The idea could already be musical such as a bird
song.
 
The best music would combine the two actions.
 
A composer working early in the 18th century might discover the music of the future long before it became
common property, since the basic system of scales and chords remained the same throughout the classical period

Keys (key signatures; key areas within sonatas)

 
All the major keys are represented in Parma except D=, all the minor keys except g= & e=.



 
All the Parma libri and Essercizi have at least one sonata for each note of a diatonic scale except P4 & 7, which
have no sonatas in C, and P9 & 12 which have no sonatas in E.
 
Parma 2 through Parma 8: at least one pair for each note of a chromatic scale
 
Beginning and ending keys of collections:
Boivin-LeClerc 1-4 (all organized by key); BL1: g-F ; BL2: G-f ; BL3: g-E; BL4: a-d
Essercizi: d-g
Venezia 1742: g-g; 1749: e-d 
Cambridge-Fitzwiliam13: a-B=
London-Worgan: a-G
Lisboa: D-c, E-F (split in two halves)
Madrid-Ayerbe f-g
Zaragoza 2: Eb-A; Za31: A-G; Za32: G-f; Za35: F-B= 
Parma 1 a-d; P2 g-b=; P3 G-d; P4 A-A; P5 E-c<; P6 B=-C
Venezia 1 a-d; V2 D-G; V3 E-G; V4 D-a 
P7 F-f ; P8 c-B=; P9 D-C; P10 f-f; P11 G-C; P12 D-a
V5 B=-d; V6 F-G; V7 C-F ; V8 D-f; V9 D-d; V10 F-a
P13 G-D; P14 D-C; P15 C-f
V11 G-F ; V12 D-C; V13 C-f
Münster 5 F-E; 4 e-B=; 3A G-D; 3B F<-C; 2A f-G; 2B F-C; 1A f-C; 1B G-f
 
Transpositions rare (a few hypothetical cases in the Catalogue: P2:28 b from b=?, P5:27 B from B=?; P10:23 &
24 E from F?)
 
Keys chosen for specific moods, themes:
G - sole (sunny); soglio (down to earth):
g - savage
b, e, f - serious, sacred
B= - comic, theatrical, operatic 
C - aggressive 
D, d, A, a - folk idioms 
E, E= - comic but more personal; E= more serious than E
F - pastoral
f, c - easter
 
Keller p76: D - lauten Fröhlichkeit
G - frühlingshaft beschwingt 
E - milden pastoralen Farben leuchtend 
e - frühlingshafte Melancholie 
F< - häufig... behaglichen Humors 
F - sammetweich
 
Keys associated with ideas:
si - sicurezza 
do - dovere
re - regole, reale 
mi - miseria, mimica, imitazione 
fa - fatica, faccia, facilità, fortuna, fama, fata



 
Keys associated with specific persons:
sol = G; Giuseppe Domenico Scarlatti 
la = A; Alessandro & Antonia (father & mother) Antonio (employer) Anastasia (wife)
si bemolle = B=; Maria Barbara (comic character of B= pieces: sense of humor)
si = Cecilia (patron saint of music; Scarlatti’s wives as muses; P 11:22 and P5:11 are in b minor)
do = Domenico; C: court; pomp & circumstance
re = king; queen (reina); D is dominant of G (João 5 and his daughter employ Scarlatti); frequent pairs in which
D major and minor appear together
mi bemolle = Mimo, Scarlatti’s nickname; E= is subdominant of B= (Scarlatti is Maria Barbara’s maestro di
musica but her servant)
fa = father\padre (fuga in f, RC27, is by A Scarlatti); Felipe; Fernando: F is dominant of B=
fa diesis= Farinelli (sharp = cut, castrato; see name days below); Seixas (see 10/dieci in cards below)
 
Sol la ti do re mi fa. Scar-lat-ti Do-me-ni-co. 
Sol. Sole. The sun.
La. L’anima. The soul.
Si. Sì. Yes. 
Do. Dovere. Duty. 
Re. The king. 
Mi. Mimo. 
Fa. Fatigar. Work.
Fa mi re do si la sol. Famiglia. The family. Si lasso. So tired. Il pastore. The shepherd. Dormire. To sleep.
Nott’ e giorno fatigar. Le parole. La musica.
sol (g minor or G major) to fa (f minor or F major): gradus (scala) ad parnassum; earth or hell to heaven,
purgatorio (c minor or C major) in middle
 

Numbers
 
30 sonatas in Essercizi, Venezia 1-9 & 11-13, Parma 1-6 & 8-14: daily exercise for each day of an average
month
 
When Scarlatti compiled the Venezia and Parma libri, he may have assigned the position of some of the sonatas
to honor important name days:

Anastasia May 11 P5:11 b (V5:11 = P7:3 F)
 
Barbara Dec 4 P12:4 G (V12:4 = P14:4 C)
 
Carlo (Farinelli) Aug 17 P8:17 F< (V8:17 = P10:17 G)
 
Catarina Mar 22 P3:22 f (V3:22 = P5:11 b)
 
Domenico Jan 22 P&V1:22 G
 
Fernando May 30 P5:30 c< (V5:30 = P7:25 d)
 
João June 24 P6:24 C (V6:24 = P8:18 F<)
 
Maria Anna July 26 V7:26 = P9:24 Bb



 
Other calendar dates associated with sonatas in Parma and Venezia:

Shrove tuesday Feb 15 1752 P2:15 E
 
Ash wednesday Feb 16 1752 P2:16 d
 
Good friday Mar 31 1752 P3:30 d
 
Christmas Dec 25 1756 P12:25 F
 
Saint Cecilia’s day Nov 22 P11:22 b (V11:22 = P13:22 Eb)
 
Saint Vitus feast day June 15 P6:15 G
 
Pacto de familia Nov 7 1733 (V11:7 = P13:7 C)
 
Scarlatti’s age: 28 when he became maestro di capella for king of Portugal’s ambassador in Roma; 34 maestro
de capela for king’s brother in Lisboa; 38? or 44 Maria Barbara’s maestro de musica; 40 his father died; 42 first
married; 43 when Maria Barbara married; 52 knighted; 54 first publication; 56 remarried (age recorded as 59);
57 pensioned; 66 began compiling the major collections. See Prozhoguin 2010 p137-8 for evidence that
Scarlatti may have himself believed (probably incorrectly) that he was born in 1682, which would mean adding
three years to each of these figures.
 
Maria Barbara (born Dec 4 1711): 7 when Scarlatti arrived in Portugal; 12? when Scarlatti became her teacher;
17 when married; 27 when Essercizi published; 34 when made queen of España
 
Luke 3, 23 Jesus spent about 30 years with his parents to learn the basics of mankind : J S Bach, 30 inventions
and sinfonias; Aria with 30 variations.
 
Matthew 26-27 Judas’ 30 pieces of silver obtained for betraying Jesus to the authorities are returned to them
after Jesus is condemned (relevant to Scarlatti in the sense of his receiving payment from the king of Portugal
for his creative efforts)  See also Saramago p141, cited in the characteristics of collections section of the
Collections file
 
teacher and pupil confront one another: the teacher throws in wrong notes to catch the pupil unaware; the pupil
refuses to correct them.
 
pairs symbolize Maria Barbara and Fernando: same key but contrasting tempi\meters\sometimes modes
easy and difficult sonatas sometimes present in the same libri (Parma 1, 7, 8, and 9 for example); Maria Barbara
and Fernando could each practice different pairs, then play them for each other
three’s: Scarlatti added? four’s: Farinelli? 
the sonatas within the pairs & threes seem to be written for a single player however (they are close in degree of
difficulty)
 
larger groups: cantatas without words for two or three keyboard players with different skills
 
significance of hands:

la mano - masculine ending but feminine article



dritta (right hand) - soprano (G) clef, justice, mercy, heaven
 
manca (left hand) - bass (F) clef, law, weakness, hell
 
wide separation or very close or even interlocking
 
right hand descends into lowest register in several (early) sonatas
 
mano sola - each hand plays more than one voice while the other is silent
 
imitative beginnings in more than half the sonatas: left hand just as good and just as important as right hand;
learn by imitation; mirror; opposed thumbs
 
finger hand arm torso (dita/detto, mano, braccio, corpo)
 
18th century fingering: +=thumb; 1,2,3,4 = others
 
why are there no fingerings in any Parma libri (or mentioned in any other source covered by Fadini’s endnotes)?
 
Alessandro Scarlatti Toccata 1 (Napoli ms) includes them.
 
significance of gambling / playing cards:
 
Scarlatti is unlikely to have gambled in his later years, since it was specifically forbidden to servants of the
spanish king by royal decree (Prozhoguin 2010 p119) but may have indulged in his roman years (see discussion
of the Dirindina libretto under graphics in Cogito)

4 suits, 13 cards each:
 
cuori =hearts quadri=diamonds fiori=clubs picche=spades
 
order of cards in whist (high to low):
 
A - 10 - K - Q - J - 9 - 8 - 7 - 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2
 
there are 13 notes in chromatic scales, counting the return to tonic at the end
 
there are 4 ranges on the minimal harpsichord keyboards
 
Scarlatti is Ace (the most important)
 
Farinelli is Ten dieci=diesis (sharp) fa diesis (F<) (leading tone to G; in Scarlatti’s view, Farinelli is second in
importance musically; compare Seixas in Portugal)
 
King and Queen of diamonds: João 5 and Maria Anna (diamonds from Brazil support them)
 
King of clubs: Felipe 5, Queen of spades: Isabella Farnese (mad king, evil queen)
 
King and Queen of hearts: Fernando and Maria Barbara
 



who is Jack? (italian word is fante: infante? José, Maria Barbara’s younger brother?)

Dice: 2 times 6: chromatic scales 
Keys chosen by chance; dice rolled to determine next key.
 
Between 1725 and 1730 major events in Scarlatti’s life contributed to a major change in his composing style:
his father died, he traveled throughout Europe (at least from Portugal through France, Sachsen and Italia), he
married, he freed himself from employment by a dangerously autocratic king in league with the inquisition, and
(perhaps) he obtained a full-range harpsichord. These events would be enough to explain the change from the
rather anonymous baroque style of the earliest works to the very personal style of the later works, which take in
varied influences and predict future trends.

Theater
 
Goldoni - Il servitore di due padroni (1745) (partly in venetian dialect): refinement of stock commedia dell’arte
characters; Arlecchino is Truffaldino in Goldoni’s “commedia giocosa”: “un servitore sciocco ed astuto nel
medesimo tempo”; Colombina is Smeraldina; Brighella is a locandiere (an inn-keeper); there are two sets of
innamorati: Silvio and Clarice are comic, Florindo and Beatrice more serious; Pantalone and the Dottore appear
in their usual characters, Pantalone interfering with his daughter’s marriage, Dottore quoting latin tags at every
opportunity. Scarlatti was usually the servant of two masters himself: Maria Barbara and her uncle Antonio, the
kings of Portugal and España, Maria Barbara and Fernando.

Arlecchino - nimble, agile, simple-minded (P12:20 Bb)
 
Brighella - smarter than Arlecchino; plays guitar (E 26 A)
 
Capitano - braggart soldier (P11:19 C)
 
Colombina - impudent but clever (P11:4 D)
 
Dottore - pompous; over-educated (P8:11 D)
 
Innamorati - lovers (P7:26 D comic serenade with mandolins; P11:15 e dramatic duet)
 
Pantalone - vecchio; miserly, libidinous (P3:21 Eb)
 
Pedrolino \ Pierrot - sad clown; practical jokes (P5:8 D)
 
Pulcinella - pretends to be stupid; stilted movements, long nose (V42:9 Eb)
 
Scaramuccia - grimaces, affected language (V42:30 Eb)
 
Tartaglia - nearsighted, stutters (P13:20 Bb)
 

Architecture
 
Sonatas are rooms within palaces.
 
Cell of a sonata is the bare room.



 The entire space is used, from pavement to ceiling.
 
The ledger and bar lines of musical notation are a floor plan with gridlines; the sounds of the music exist
independent of them.
 
Links between sonatas: isolated downbeats like the blank wall a speculative builder left at the end of rowhouses
in order to add more when the first ones sold.
 
Continuity: a single street of sonatas winding over a landscape.
 
The well-built sonata. Vitruvius, De architectura: firmitas, utilitas, venustas. The solid structure of proportioned
“Componimenti”, the usefulness of achieving “Franchezza sul Gravicembalo”, the delight of “lo scherzo
ingegnoso dell’Arte”
 
Symmetry: the two parts of a sonata have equal numbers of measures; da capos of whole sonatas in Venezia
1742
 
Golden sections: ö points can be located in most of the sonatas at the start of a theme group (at the double bar or
the last theme before it or the second theme after it) and\or at a change of key. How did Scarlatti arrive at these
points: did he start on a sheet of music paper with an outline of the harmonies he planned to use, then sketch
several themes each at the start of a new ledger, then plan a structure with 3:2 or 2:3 proportions (the golden
ratio in simple figures)? It is unlikely that he counted measures or even drew bar lines before the final stages of
composition. And what else happens at these points?
 
Sonatas as rooms in palaces; themes as vaulted bays within these rooms, the golden ratio as an arch which
divides the room into unequal but harmonious sections.
 
Why are either the short-long or long-short ratio used, rather than one consistently and rarely both? Rhetorical
position (Catalogue pdf page 7): the short-long ratio is usually at the start of the last theme in the first part,
corresponding to the last argument in the narratio. The long-short ratio is usually at the start of the second theme
of the second part, often the refutatio (change of mode from the home key) or peroratio in adfectibus (lyrical
climax)
 
Golden sections in painting: Murillo, Adoration of the shepherds: in the Madrid version, c1655, the face of
Mary is at the short-long ö measured horizontally from the left side of the painting; in the London version,
1668, it is at the long-short ö. The eye is attracted first to the mother, then to the child she is holding.
 
Does the ear measure musical time in the same way? Even if the golden ratio is just a game played by the
composer, not likely to be noticed by a performer or audience, knowledge of its existence changes our
appreciation of the structure. The composer speaks through the written pages of the music: “this was important
to me: take it as a clue to the meaning of my music”
 
J S Bach, Wohltemperirte clavier, book 1, long-short ö in Fuga 4 in c< minor is at the subject with pitches
BACH, in book 2, same fuga, short-long ö is at the unveiling of the chromatic second subject: see Parma 10:8 d
in the Catalogue
 
Do golden sections conflict with the different kind of symmetry created by repeats around an axis? If the form
A1:A2--B1:B2 is thought of as the façade of a building (-- being the link between the two repeated parts of the
sonata) then ö measured somewhere within the A2--B1 center pavilion creates golden sections there, A1 and B2
being wings which reinforce the two kinds of balance. If the complete da capo’s found in some of the sources,



such as Venezia 1742, are taken seriously, then the proportions are A:A--B:B:A--B; golden sections still apply,
but within the balanced groupings rather than in the work as a whole.
 
Lo studio di Francesco Gasparini: studio as a work, as a collection of studies, as the act of studying, as the room
in which the studying (and the creation) takes place.
 
Vermeer’s studio: masterpieces within a confined space. Just as Vermeer is the peer of Rembrandt and Rubens,
Scarlatti is the peer of Bach and Handel. And they do not approach his best moments.
 
Christopher Hail 
June 5, 2005 - April 30, 2007; additions through March 8, 2012
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